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Your Single Source for Reaching the Industry’s  
Top Decision Makers
No other staffing organization in the world has the reach the 

American Staffing Association delivers. Plus, 87% of industry 

professionals say ASA is critical to the staffing trade. 

From reinforcing your market presence and messaging as 

an industry leader to establishing name visibility and brand 

recognition, or tailoring targeted and timely promotions, ASA 

offers all the marketing tools you need to reach industry 

decision makers. 

The World’s 
Largest, Most 
Influential Staffing 
Association



80% of staffing 
professionals reading ASA 
publications and visiting ASA 
websites are involved in purchasing 
for their organizations. 

ASA Publications Rate Highest— 
Most Valuable in the Industry
In a third-party survey of industry professionals, 
respondents rated four ASA publications highest 
in terms of value in recipients’ work.

75%

74%

72%

66%

65%

60%

60%

58%

53%

ASA Weekly Legislative Update

ASA Staffing Today daily enewsletter

ASA Staffing Law digest 

ASA Staffing Success magazine

SIA Daily News newsletter

SHRM HR Magazine

SIA SI Review magazine

NAPS monthly newsletter 

Staffing Hub enewsletter

ASA Delivers the Largest Audience of 
Staffing and Recruiting Professionals
As the largest, most-trusted source of industry 
information and resources, ASA takes great pride 
in the relationship the association has with its 
members. 

new staffing firms 
joined ASA in 2023

new industry 
suppliers joined  

ASA in 2023
professionals 
on ASA Central

220 81 30k
more than

By the end of 2023, nearly  
1,350 staffing companies were 

members of ASA.

Members Value and Trust ASA Publications
According to a study conducted by an independent 
research firm, staffing professionals rely on ASA 
publications for valuable information for their 
companies. 

83% agree:

77% agree:
ASA publications and resources have made them more 
aware of industry products and services and helped 
their company learn more about industry suppliers and 
their offerings.

84% agree:
ASA publications and resources are value-added 
tools that are beneficial to their business.

ASA Readers Are  
Influential 
Professionals

ASA publications are the authoritative source for 
current staffing industry information.
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After a 16-month battle and three previous 
unsuccessful attempts, the New Jersey 

Senate finally pushed Gov. Phil Murphy’s condi-
tional veto of A 1474 across the finish line in Febru-
ary, approving the measure by a 21–15 vote. The 
assembly had approved the bill back in October 
2022. The governor then signed the bill into law 
immediately.

Over the prior 10 months, ASA and the New Jersey 
Staffing Alliance, an ASA-affiliated chapter—along 
with their member staffing agencies—engaged in an 
extensive grassroots campaign explaining to legislators 
why the bill was bad for workers and the staffing indus-
try. Three previous attempts to approve the conditional 
veto were postponed because of these efforts, but— 
ultimately—the overwhelmingly pro-labor forces prevailed.

The American  Staffing Association  is pleased to recognize its corporate partners. 

Please join ASA in thanking them  for their commitment to and support of the association, its members,  and the staffing industry.

New Jersey Passes Antistaffing Law, 
Industry Advocates File Lawsuit

Continues on page 6

Industry Advocates Counter Proposed  
State-Level Legislation Detrimental to 
the Staffing Industry

Published for members of the American Staffing Association 2023 n NO. 3

YOUR DIGEST OF LEGAL NEWS FOR THE INDUSTRY
STAFFING LAW

In this dynamic realm of talent acquisition, 
understanding and mastering the laws of social 
media recruitment are key to success. These 
laws dictate the principles of engagement, 
connection, and influence—unveiling the 
secrets to drawing in top talent. 

PAGE 18

ASA researchers delve into 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
employment projections, 
identifying key takeaways for 
staffing companies seeking to 
maximize their success and drive 
growth in 2024 and beyond.  

PAGE 24

Meet the association’s new board 
chair, Joanie Bily, whose goal-
setting process and determination 
have kept her “on track” in the 
staffing industry for 30 years.

PAGE 30

Social Media’s  
Laws of Talent 
Attraction

NOVEMBER | DECEMBER | 2023 THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAN STAFFING ASSOCIATION

Well known for its high-quality content and presentation, 
this award-winning magazine is read by decision makers 
in all sectors of the staffing industry, and readers range 
from officers of multinational corporations and owners 
of independent firms to executive recruiters and branch 
managers.

Staffing Success Magazine

The Industry’s Go-To Legal Resource

A timely collection of national and state 
legal news, court and agency actions, and 
other legislative headlines, Staffing Law is a 
critical resource for staffing professionals 
who must stay on top of pressing issues 
in order to secure their future growth and 
success.

Staffing Law Digest

of ASA members value  
Staffing Law digest

72%

of ASA members find 
Staffing Success 
content credible

90%

35,000+ industry professionals receive Staffing Success 
magazine in print or online.

americanstaffing.net, where Staffing Success is hosted, averages 
more than 59,600 page views per month.

Staffing Success and Staffing Law digest print advertisers 
also appear in the digital editions at no additional charge—making your 
print dollars go a long way toward capturing online leads.

More than 10,000  
industry professionals  
receive Staffing Law digest.

MEMBER PUBLICATIONS
PRINT



Staffing Success 

Staffing Law Digest
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SPONSORED CONTENT

Feature Articles  
Share your knowledge of the industry with staffing professionals in 
a feature article in the magazine (written by a professional business 
writer with input and review by the advertiser).  

Law and You Articles
Show off your legal expertise by writing a short article for the 
Law and You section of the magazine, which gives members legal 
scenarios and compliance strategies.

Technology Trends Articles
Help keep readers up-to-date with the latest technology trends 
by writing a short article for the Technology Trends section of the 
magazine (article will also be posted on the ASA Staffing Tech Center). 

Supplier Showcase
Showcase your company’s unique portfolio by combining your 
branding with the magazine’s award-winning feature stories covering 
a topic that your company excels in. Consider upgrading your ASA 
Marketplace listing (see page 7) to maximize visibility as part of a 
Supplier Showcase package.

•  Supplier Showcase will feature no more than six ASA member 
suppliers per issue, including company name, logo, website, 
and contact information.

•  Showcase article points to the supplier’s listing in the online 
ASA Marketplace. 

According to cmo.com, 70% of individuals want to learn about products 
through content rather than through traditional advertising. Sponsored content 
campaigns from ASA, designed to mimic the look and feel of the association’s 
natural content, are available for both print and digital.

Maximum Exposure // Credibility // Accessibility // No Ad-Blocking

Craft a short legal article for the association’s Staffing Law digest—a quarterly 
printed compilation of legal news for the industry that is ranked in the top three 
publications overall in terms of value in recipients’ work. Article features the 
company’s logo and there is an option to maximize exposure by including an ad 
adjacent to the article. 

   The
Great Race 
     to Hire

Staffing firms are constantly seeking ways to 

remain agile and responsive to their clients’ needs. 

The ability to swiftly identify, attract, and onboard 

top-notch candidates is more important now  

than ever before. Here’s how your firm can reduce 

time-to-hire and increase staffing efficiencies.

By Glenn Cook

Monster is a global leader in connecting people to job 
opportunities through an extensive candidate database. 
It also offers a comprehensive suite of staffing solutions 
encompassing sourcing, precision candidate matching, 
branding, centralized candidate communication, and 
outcome-based solutions for staffing companies of all 
sizes. Visit monster.com to learn more.
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S
taffing firms are tasked with navigating an unpredict-

able and constantly shifting job market as they strive 

to find the best candidates for their clients, which 

makes every second count when they zero in on the right 

person for the job. That’s one reason reducing time-to-hire 

is—or should be—a top priority for firms searching for talent.

“With macroeconomic headwinds, the job market is 

changing on a daily basis,” says Danny Ashraf, director of 

sales for Monster. “If a job is open with the client today, it 

could be closed tomorrow—so getting to candidates quicker 

and submitting and hiring them faster is now more critical 

than ever.” >>>

Religious Accommodation 
Requests Pose New Challenges

On June 29, 2023, the 
U.S. Supreme Court 
changed the standard 

that courts have applied for decades 
to determine when employers can 
refuse an employee’s request for reli-
gious accommodation. In its unani-

mous opinion in Groff v. DeJoy, the court 
“clarified” that employers may refuse such a 
request only when it would cause “substan-
tial increased costs” to the conduct of its 
business rather than de minimis costs as 
previously understood. The court’s decision 
requires employers to engage in a more fact-
intensive assessment of costs of potential 
religious accommodations. This burden falls 
especially heavily on staffing companies, 
who must rely on their customers to deter-
mine the costs of accommodation requests 
for their temporary workers.

Raising the Bar for Undue Hardship
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 

requires employers to accommodate an 
employee’s or applicant’s religious practice 
or observance unless the accommodation 
would cause an “undue hardship on the 
conduct of the employer’s business.” In a 
1977 decision, Transworld Airlines Inc. v. 
Hardison, the Supreme Court held that 
an employer was not required to accom-
modate an employee’s observation of the 
Sabbath. In explaining its decision, the 
court stated that requiring the company 
to “bear more than a de minimis cost” in 
order to give the employee Sundays off 
would pose an “undue hardship.” For 
decades, staffing companies and other 
employers relied on the low bar for estab-
lishing an undue hardship for religious 
accommodation requests. >>>

The Supreme Court’s 
recent reversal of religious 

accommodation request de 
minimis standards presents 
burgeoning challenges for 

staffing firm employers. 

By Michael R. Phillips, Esq.

THE LAW and you
LEGAL SCENARIOS AND COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES
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Staffing World 2023, the re-
cent ASA annual conven-
tion, had a strong focus on 

how staffing companies can bullet-
proof themselves against economic 
downturns and recessions. The an-
swer is resiliency. While economic 
uncertainty, regulatory shifts, and 
global political disruption are fac-

tors largely beyond a company’s control, 
building a resilient business can serve as a 
robust shield. 

Understanding Resilience in the 
Modern Era

Resilience isn’t merely about weathering 
financial storms—it’s about having effi-
cient, repeatable, and compliant processes. 
It’s about knowing your business, the tools 

Implementing staffing 
technology can certainly help 

with navigating uncertainty 
and fortifying your firm against 

the challenges of today’s 
dynamic landscape—but first 

fixing redundant and flawed 
processes is key to its success.  

at your disposal, and—most importantly—
how to leverage them. Technology often 
presents itself as a cure-all to these concerns. 
However, while technology promises many 
solutions, it comes with its own challenges, 
such as regulatory ambiguities, cost, imple-
mentation timelines, and learning curves.  

Technology: A Blessing or a Curse? 
The allure of flashy new technological 

solutions is undeniable. They promise 
efficiency, speed, and agility. But one 
stark truth stands out: Technology can-
not fix flawed processes. If an existing 
process is fractured, overly complicated, 
or inefficient, automating it will merely 
amplify those problems. 

Consider this: If a process requires 
multiple back-and-forth steps between 

TECHNOLOGY trends
INDUSTRY TECH NEWS AND ANALYSIS

Tech-Powered  
Resilience for Your Firm

By Bradley Cooper
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comments on the post—someone tags another 
person encouraging them to apply. That has 
happened many times,” she says. By clicking on a 
link within the post, viewers go to a quick-apply 
landing page, “so that I can see success directly.”

IMPLEMENTATION DO’S AND DON’TS
How do you navigate the social media landscape 

effectively as a recruiter and effect change at your 
firm? Staffing industry experts offer their insider tips.

Post With Purpose
“Every post has to have a purpose. Don’t just post 

content to post content: 20 posts a day is not better 
than one. Think out what you want to accomplish 
with each of those posts. For passive candidates, for 
example, you want them interested and following 
you, but you also want them to sign up and then 
take action. Whatever you’re posting has to have the 
right strategy behind it.” 
—Matt Lozar, director of recruitment marketing at 
Haley Marketing

Highlight Smiling Faces
“The posts that get the most engagement have 

faces in them. People love to see people posting 
photos of candidates—with their permission, of 
course. Post pictures with success stories, pictures of 
events that you do for your internal and temporary 
staff. Those kinds of things outperform any other 
post: pictures of real people.” 
—Alexa McHale, marketing manager at Graham 
Personnel Services

Understand the Competition
“Your competitors in real life are not your compet-

itors on social media. It’s not the staffing firm around 
the corner there; it’s the influencers—they’re your 
content competitors. When you’re building your 
strategy, look at what’s popular—not at what every 
other staffing firm is doing. Who’s getting 10,000 
likes on their posts? And are you willing to make 
that kind of content? Invest in making content that 
people actually enjoy, that entertains them, that is 
going to drive that engagement.” 
— Walter Prystowsky, director of marketing at 
TemPositions Group of Cos.

Paint With a Big Brush
“We’re launching a campaign for the holiday 

season where we’re trying to hire 10,000 new 
employees into various job roles with our clients…
and for every 100th person hired, we’re giving them 
$2,000 that they can donate to one of our eight 

charity partners. Why should you try to get a job 
with us? Why would you look at our job board? 
Because if you’re one of 100 today that get hired, 
you could have $2,000 to donate to charity. That 
kind of thing has really broad appeal.” 
—Charlotte Pinckney, manager of social media 
marketing at Insight Global

Persistence Pays
“You can’t just drop something on LinkedIn or 

Facebook or whatever the tool is that you’re using 
and expect that everybody will just come flying 
through the door. This is a long game—a minimum 
of six months. With marketing, it is repetition, repe-
tition, repetition—no matter what you’re doing. 
Is the message important? Is content important? 
Of course. But 55% of it is just being persistent, 
continuing to lay that message down over and over 
and over again.” 
—Jay Mattern, CEO of TerraFirma Marketing n

Adam Stone, a freelance writer based in Annapolis, MD, is a 

regular contributor to Staffing Success. Send feedback on this 

article to success@americanstaffing.net. Engage with ASA on 

social media—go to americanstaffing.net/social.

Supplier Showcase:  
Social Media Mavens
Do you need some help with your social media 
recruiting efforts? These ASA associate members are 
ready to spill their guidance and solutions. 

Monster
Danny Ashraf n 646-203-6452
danny.ashraf@monster.com  n hiring.monster.com/
solutions/staffing

Indeed
indeed.com

Visit asamarketplace.net to learn more about each of 
them and get additional resources.
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Most buyers expect a seller to be 
responsible, and make the buyer 
whole, for certain known and unknown 
liabilities relat ing to when the seller 
owned its business—a concept 
mergers and acquisitions profession als 
refer to as indemnification. 

Sponsored Content

What Exactly Is a Seller Responsible  
for When Selling Its Staffing Firm?

A lthough every seller would like to sell 
its staffing firm “as is” and walk away 

from any associated liabilities, few deals get 
done that way. Most buyers expect a seller to 
be responsible, and make the buyer whole, for 
certain known and unknown liabilities relat-
ing to when the seller owned its business—a 
concept mergers and acquisitions profession-
als refer to as indemnification. Since indemni-
fication is one of the most heavily negotiated, 
and potentially most significant, provisions of 
a purchase agreement, either party’s failure to 
understand market-standard terms for a sell-
er’s indemnity obligations creates the risk of 
that party insisting on indemnification terms 
that can kill a deal.

Seller Liability
A seller is generally liable for any breaches 

of its representations, warranties, and cov-
enants contained in the purchase agreement. 
Representations and warranties are written 
statements the seller makes about itself and 
the business; covenants are promises by the 
seller to take (or not take) specific actions, 
which may include agreements not to compete 
with the business after closing and not to use 
or disclose confidential business information.

The increasing use in recent years of rep-
resentations and warranties insurance (RWI), 
either as a supplement to a seller indemnity 
or as a replacement for a seller indemnity, has 
heightened the importance of detailed atten-
tion to indemnification provisions and to a 
strong understanding of the constantly chang-
ing market.

Asset deals sometimes follow an “our 
watch/your watch” approach, in which a 
seller is required to indemnify the buyer for all 
liabilities arising prior to closing of the trans-
action, whether or not the liabilities would be 
a breach of any representation or warranty 
(and, in exchange, the buyer is required to 

A seller’s indemnification obligations in deals 
with RWI are usually limited to one-half of the 
RWI deductible and, subject to agreed-upon 
caps, certain matters that are excluded from 
RWI coverage and losses in excess of the RWI 
coverage amount. In a “no seller indemnity” 
structure, a seller can have no exposure for 
breaches of its representations and warranties.

Funding for Indemnification
Buyers frequently seek to fund potential 

indemnity claims by placing a portion of the 
purchase price into escrow at closing or by 
deferring payment of a portion of the pur-
chase price and insisting on a right of offset 
against the deferred payment. A buyer may 
also seek to fund potential indemnity claims 
by purchasing RWI, although RWI is subject 
to certain limitations. n

indemnify the seller for all liabilities arising 
after closing of the transaction).

Limitations on Liability
A seller’s liability is typically limited by 

negotiated survival periods for claims (the 
length of time that a party entitled to indem-
nification has the right to bring a claim against 
the other party), caps (limits on a seller’s 
indemnification obligations set at an agreed-
upon percentage of the purchase price), 
baskets (thresholds to the seller’s indemnity 
obligations below which the seller will not be 
liable), and other limitations on recovery.

Get the  
information you 

need, make  
the connections  
you want, at the  

staffing industry’s 
most valuable 

events.

Learn more at  
americanstaffing.net/

events.

See digital Sponsored Content opportunities on page 6.



DIGITAL
Staffing Today
A daily enewsletter that reaches more than 
40,000 staffing professionals, Staffing Today is 
the industry’s No. 1 source for targeted news 
and information. It is the largest circulating 
publication in the staffing industry, reaching 
a broad audience that goes beyond ASA 
members.

Increased Ad Visibility—When your company 
places an ad in Staffing Today, your ad is also 
live on all pages of staffingtoday.net until the 
following day’s issue is published.

ASA Central is the online networking platform 
exclusively for members of ASA. On asacentral.
americanstaffing.net, members can connect; 
participate in discussion boards; visit section 
communities; read member blogs; and much more.

Be the first thing members see when they log in with 
banner and discussion post advertising.

Americanstaffing.net
According to a third-party survey of industry 
professionals, 88% say ASA is a thought leader 
and serves as the voice of the staffing industry. 

Highlight your company's unique expertise  
with sponsored content and banner ads on  
the home page of americanstaffing.net, the 
association's hub for staffing news and industry-
leading content and member resources 
throughout the year. 

2,750 average monthly logins
30,000+ ASA Central community members
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Staffing professionals say  
Staffing Today  is the industry’s most 

valuable publication.
Staffing Today  is regularly read more than any other industry 
publication. Six in 10 staffing professionals say they read at 
least three of every four issues they receive.

Sponsored 
content

Reach 40,000+ in their 
inboxes by pushing 
content in the daily 
Staffing Today enewsletter. 
Advertiser can provide 
custom URL for tracking. 

Staffing Today boasts a 

average delivery rate 
and a 22-26% open rate 

99.7%

Americanstaffing.net averages more 
than 59,600 page views per month 
and is the #1 most valuable industry 
website.



ASA Staffing Tech Center
The ASA Staffing Tech Center is home to resources, 
updates, and news related to staffing industry 
technology. Show your technology emphasis with an 
upgraded listing or a banner advertisement on the 
Tech Center microsite, americanstaffing.net/techcenter.

ASA Marketplace
ASA Marketplace—the highest-profile and most-trafficked online buyer’s guide serving the 
staffing and recruiting industry—has been expertly designed to connect buyers with your 
company. Make sure your company has its strategic listings across targeted product and 
service categories in place now. 

Visit asamarketplace.net   for more information.

ASAmarketplace.net 
features an average  

page views per month

2,643

Premium Listing
Includes Upgraded listing plus unlimited featured 
categories, 3 targeted banner ads, publication of 
articles and press releases, video and product 
showcase, and prioritization in search results

Upgraded Listing
Includes Basic listing plus 3 featured categories, 
logo, description, contact information, and 1 
targeted banner ad

Basic Listing
Included with ASA associate membership
Includes company name, address, website, and  
1 featured category

The ASA Staffing Tech Center features an average

1,188 views per month
7



Exhibit at the ASA Staffing Law & Compliance Conference, held every 
spring in Washington, DC. This high-visibility annual conference is the 
only event dedicated to the legal and regulatory issues facing staffing 
companies. With limited expo space available, this is the perfect 
forum for suppliers to target c-suite staffing executives.  
Visit staffinglawconference.net for dates and details.

Attracts 300-400 attendees each year

IN PERSON
ASA STAFFING LAW  
& COMPLIANCE CONFERENCE 
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* Data from the 2023 ASA Staffing Law Conference.

In addition to exhibit and sponsorship opportunities, 
suppliers can raise their visibility by advertising in the 
ASA Staffing Law & Compliance Conference Resource 
Book that is distributed to all attendees. It is a valuable 
take-home piece containing session materials, so 
attendees refer to it often during and after the show. 

Exhibitors

100% 75%

are likely to  
exhibit again

Nearly all exhibitors say the ASA Staffing Law 
Conference is...

are very likely 
to exhibit again

Attendees

46%

92%

87%

69%

have been in the 
staffing industry six 
or more years—28% for 
more than 10 years

visit the expo hall  
3+ times
75% visit 4+ times

influence product or 
service purchases 

are senior leadership— 
titles range from vice 
president to owner to 
general counsel

100%

Valuable way to gain new clients

are satisfied with their exhibiting 
experience

Valuable way to reach current clients



No other industry expo delivers a more impressive experience than Staffing World, where staffing 
professionals and industry suppliers connect, learn from one another, and work together. 

Exhibitors Value the Expo Experience

Attendees Visit the Expo Often

Satisfied with 
dedicated expo time with 

attendees

Satisfied with the 
exhibiting experience

Valuable way to 
reach current clients

Valuable way to 
gain new clients

All Staffing World attendees visit the 
expo hall

100%

78% visit four or more times 
(attendees visit an average of six 
times)

78%

94% 
influence 
purchasing 
decisions 
for their 
firms

57% have been 
in the staffing 
industry 11+ years

53% are senior executives, 
with titles ranging from vice 
president to owner
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STAFFING WORLD CONVENTION & EXPO
ASA invites you to exhibit and sponsor at Staffing World—the industry’s 
largest and most comprehensive convention and expo, bringing together 
qualified attendee decision makers and cutting-edge industry products 
and services to help staffing companies excel. Staffing World is the 
perfect forum to target staffing firm owners, partners, principals, c-suite 
executives, and more. Visit staffingworld.net for dates and details. 

0 20 40 60 80 100Owner/Franchise Owner

President/C-Suite

Vice President

Director

Manager 

Sales & Recruiting

Other

68% 68% 68%

19%

18%

16%
15%

14%

11%

6%

53%



Upgrade Your Exhibitor Listing
Increase your presence on site by 
upgrading your exhibitor listing in the 
Staffing World On-Site Program and on the 
online floorplan.
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Staffingworld.net is an essential resource 
for members to plan their schedule, 
register, and review content—before, 
during, and after the show. Make sure 
your branding is one of the first things 
they see with a banner on the Staffing 
World website.

Staffing World Advance and On-Site 
Program Advertising

More than 33,000 industry professionals receive 
the Staffing World Advance Program—an essential 
opportunity to showcase your company. 

All attendees of Staffing World will receive an On-Site 
Program—a valuable resource that they will take with 
them and refer back to throughout and after the show. 

STAFFING WORLD  
MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES

Staffing World Website Banner Advertising

Advertise in both programs to increase visibility, enhance branding, 
and drive traffic to your booth!

2,250

Staffing World Advance 
Program (print and 
digital) circulation

33,000+

The Staffing World 
website receives 

an average 

page views per month



SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Show ASA members that you support the industry, and boost your company's 
bottom line, with these new sponsorship opportunities:
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Staffing World: ASA Annual Convention & Expo
Offering vehicles for thought leadership, branding, and networking 
opportunities, Staffing World is the perfect opportunity to show the 
staffing industry your support through sponsorship.

Women in Leadership Sponsorship
The ASA women in leadership interest group brings visibility to the value of 
women leaders in the global staffing industry and provides education and support 
tools to those companies committed to expanding and developing opportunities 
for diverse leaders. Your sponsorship helps support this cause. Year-round 
recognition and complimentary registration to events are included. 

IDEA Group Sponsorship
ASA recognizes that efforts to increase diversity have a powerful and positive 
effect on the workforce. The inclusion, diversity, and equity advocacy interest 
group connects ASA members who are interested in contributing to conversations 
around inclusion and diversity initiatives in their workplace. Sponsor this important 
initiative and receive year-round recognition. Opportunities for thought leadership 
and networking are included in this sponsorship. 

Legal Sponsorship
Are you a law firm who specializes in the staffing industry? Legal sponsors support ASA legal and 
legislative initiatives and receive opportunities for thought leadership and marketing (including on the 
highly trafficked ASA Top Legal Resources page at americanstaffing.net/top-legal-resources), as well as 
complimentary registration to ASA events. There are a limited number of legal sponsorships available.

KNOWLEDGE HUB ASA CARES LIVE

KEYNOTE SESSIONVisit americanstaffing.net/industry-solution-providers for a full 
list of opportunities that are available--such as hotel door drops, 
networking lunches, charging stations, and much more.



For more information, contact ASA:

Sarah Senges
Director, Supplier Relations

703-253-2042
ssenges@americanstaffing.net

Sarah Hussein
Expo Manager, Supplier Relations

703-253-2024
shussein@americanstaffing.net

Corie Depue
Advertising Coordinator, Supplier Relations

703-253-1142
cdepue@americanstaffing.net

You can also view order forms online at  
americanstaffing.net/supplierforms.

277 S. Washington St., Suite 200
Alexandria, VA 22314

703-253-2020
americanstaffing.net
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